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Abstract
Speech perception experiments tell us a great deal about which
factors affect human performance and behavior. In particular
many experiments indicate that the signal-to-noise ratio spectrum is an important factor, indeed the signal-to-noise ratio
spectrum is the basis of the Articulation Index, a standard measure of “speech channel capacity.” In this paper we compare
speech recognition performance for features based on the Articulation Index with two alternatives typically used in speech
recognition. The experimental conditions vary the spectrum
and level of noise distorting the speech in the training and test
set. The perceptually inspired features generally perform better
when there is a mismatch between the training and test noise
spectrum and level, but worse when the test and training noises
match.

1. Introduction
Speech perception by humans is often studied in the context of
pattern recognition: Signals are presented to humans and the
humans make some objective judgment about what they heard.
In some cases the signal is parametrically modified synthetic
speech, in others it is natural speech which has been distorted.
A great deal of descriptive knowledge exists about human behavior in speech perception; we propose to leverage that knowledge to improve automatic speech recognition.
One focus of speech perception research has been the design
of speech communication equipment or auditoria for speech intelligibility. The most exhaustive of such studies resulted in
the Articulation Index (AI), which is a method for predicting
the probability of correct phone identification by humans from
purely physical parameters of the speech communication channel. Some of the parameters are masking (by noise or periodic sounds), filtering, and sound level. The AI was formulated
by modifying those (and other) parameters of a speech communications channel, empirically measuring the resulting error
probability (using a human “reader” and “listener”), and modeling the relationship between physical parameters and score.
The result of this effort, the Articulation Index, is published in
[6, 5, 8, 9, 11, 3], and standardized in [1]. The accuracy of its
predictions are good, however more surprising is their generality over a variety of acoustic conditions.
Humans frequently perform near Bayes efficiency in psychophysical tasks. Human behavior at tone detection, broadband stimulus detection, and detection or discrimination of
more complicated stimuli are all modeled well using Bayes rule
and probability distributions of signals in the auditory periphery
[4, 7]. Speech recognition involves time-varying signals, higher
dimensionality, and more complexity in other ways than the formerly mentioned psychophysical tasks. Humans may not be

able to learn all relevant probability distributions and evaluate
the most likely classification using Bayes rule when recognizing speech, however they probably do something optimal given
the computational limitations of the brain. The feature extraction choices made by a better performing learning machine (the
brain) could be helpful for the design of feature extraction for
automatic speech recognition.
The Articulation Index model of human performance tells us
which factors most affect human speech recognition performance. Some factors, such as sound level and filtering (without
changing the speech-to-noise ratio as a function of frequency)
have a mild effect on human speech recognition performance
while another factor, the speech-to-noise ratio as a function of
frequency, has a strong effect on speech recognition performance. We propose that it is worth testing feature extraction
techniques which are designed to mimic these properties.
In Section 2 we describe three sets of features for a pattern recognizer: One set is essentially the short-time spectra, another
is the short time spectra of speech enhanced using spectral subtraction [10], and the third is informed by the Articulation Index. The Articulation Index-based features mimic a property
of human speech perception which is probably learned from
speech data by the brain, and consequently exhibit generality
over masking noise spectrum and level. The three sets of features will be used to recognize speech in noise for two noise
spectra, and at several noise levels. The recognition accuracy
provided by these three feature sets is compared in Section 3.
The relative advantages and disadvantages of each feature type
are discussed in Section 4.

2. Methods
Experiments described in this section seek to determine whether
a set of features derived from the Articulation Index has any favorable qualities or disadvantages compared to features based
on the short-time spectra, with or without spectral subtraction.
This section will describe the Articulation Index, three sets of
features, the pattern recognizer used in this experiment, hypotheses which will be tested, and the corresponding set of experimental conditions.
2.1. Articulation Index
The Articulation Index as described in [6, 5] accounts for the
factors of masking, filtering, sound level, and several effects in
the human auditory periphery such as neural saturation and upward spread of masking. The most important factors affecting
the Articulation Index are masking and filtering, so a simplified version of the Articulation Index documented in [3] is used
which accounts only for these effects:
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The summation index k denotes each of many (denoted K, usually 20) adjacent and disjoint bands of the audio spectrum between 200 and 7500 Hz. The frequency edges of these bands
prescribed in [6, 5] are derived from perceptual experiments,
and are proportional to human auditory frequency resolution
[2]. The symbols σs,k and σn,k are the speech and noise rootmean-squared levels in the frequency band corresponding to k.
The parameter c is described by [6] as “difference ... between
the intensity in a critical band exceeded by 1 percent of 1/8 second intervals of received speech and the long [term] average
intensity in the same band” which equals 12 dB. The constant
c was referred to as the “peak-to-RMS ratio” by [13, 12] which
both found that a better prediction of performance could be obtained by using a frequency dependent c. The probability of a
human incorrectly identifying a phone can be computed from
the Articulation Index with
Pe = eAI
min

(2)

where emin is a parameter equal to approximately 0.015, which
implies a minimum error of 1.5% because the Articulation Index cannot exceed unity.
2.2. Short time spectral features
The short-time spectral features (denoted STF) are derived from
the set of filters which correspond to each k in Eq. (1). The
speech signals are filtered with 15 different filters spanning all
frequencies between 200 and 7200 Hz, and have frequency limits [155, 318, 478, 611, 772, 966, 1200, 1481, 1821, 2230, 2724,
3318, 4029, 4881, 5909, 7174] Hz. The output of the filters are
narrow-band signals unsuitable for sampling, so the envelope of
the filter outputs are extracted by rectification and filtering (the
envelope filter has a cutoff frequency of 60 Hz). The resulting
envelope of the filtered speech signal for band k is referred to
as sk (t). The signals sk (t) are sampled once per 17.5 ms. The
resulting data rate is 860 dimensions per second (typical automatic speech recognizers use roughly 4000 dimensions per second). The logarithm of the samples of sk (t) are used because
they result in much higher recognition scores.
2.3. Articulation Index-based features
The Articulation Index-derived features (denoted AIF) are computed from the short-time spectra features according to

ak (t) =

µ2n,k + (sk (t) − µn,k )2
1
log10
3
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where sk (t) is the filter envelope output as before. The symbol
µn,k is the average of sk (t) when the input to the system is the
masking noise without speech. The signal ak (t) is sampled at
the same rate as the STF (once per 17.5 ms) so the STF and
the AIF have the same dimensionality. The noise level µn,k
is assumed to be known and the speech level is estimated as
shown. Equation (3) is an extension of Eq. (1) in time, and all
ak (t) could be used to compute AI as in Eq. (1).

Spectral subtraction is a technique for denoising speech. The
AIF could be viewed as a way of enhancing noisy speech or providing better recognition performance for noisy speech. Spectral subtraction is a possible alternative to the AIF so we compare its performance with the performance of speech enhanced
using spectral subtraction, which we will call SSF.
The signal model is
|Y (ω)|2 = |S(ω)|2 + |D(ω)|2

(4)

where |Y (ω)| is the magnitude spectrum of the noisy speech
(and ∠Y (ω) is its phase). The symbol |D(ω)|2 represents the
known power spectrum of the noise. The symbol S(ω) is the
spectrum of the undistorted speech signal. The known power
spectrum of the noise is subtracted from the power spectrum
of the noisy speech and the enhanced noisy speech is reconstructed using the phase of the noisy speech. The spectrum of
the enhanced version is
1

Ŝ(ω) = (|Y (ω)|2 − |D(ω)|2 ) 2 ej∠Y (ω)

(5)

The spectrum of the noisy speech Y (ω) is obtained by fast
Fourier transform. Processing is done in short blocks (in this
case 10 ms) so that the noisy phase signal ∠Y (ω) will have a
smaller effect on the quality of the reconstructed speech. The
spectrum of the noise |D(ω)| in this case is known. The enhanced speech sound is generated from Ŝ(ω) using the inverse
FFT, and features for speech recognition are created by processing the enhanced speech in the way described in Section 2.2.
2.5. Pattern recognizer
The pattern recognition task and associated pattern recognizer
are chosen so that the task is comparable to one performed by
humans in two speech perception experiments [13, 14], so that
no assumptions are imposed on the data (e.g. a diagonal covariance matrix), and so the recognizer can plausibly be tested
at deeply negative wide-band speech-to-noise ratios (SNRs). In
the speech perception experiments described by [13, 14], humans were asked to classify isolated consonant-vowel syllables
in two different masking noise spectra at a variety of noise levels. The same task, speech samples, and noise were used in the
present study so that machine classifications with the different
feature sets could be compared to human classifications.
The recognition task is isolated phone classification for sixteen consonants in CV context.
The consonants used
are /p,t,k,f,T,s,S,b,d,g,v,D,z,Z,m,n/.
The vowels used are
/æ,2,E,I,U,a,e,i,o,u/, although the recognizer does not attempt to
classify by vowel. The speech materials are from the “Articulation Index Corpus” (LDC catalog number #LDC2005S22). Approximately 500 examples of each of 16 consonants spoken by
twenty people with varying linguistic background are used. The
sounds are aligned in time by the “oral release landmark” [15].
Each channel of each token is sampled at nine times, starting 70
ms before the “oral release landmark” and ending 70 ms after.
Each token is ultimately represented by a 135 dimensional vector, the product of 15 frequency channels and 9 sample times.
The machine recognition experiment is done with a K-nearest
neighbors (K = 9) classifier, which is used because it is asymptotically Bayes optimal and makes no parametric assumptions
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(a) Trained and tested in white noise.
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(b) Trained in speech spectrum noise, tested in white noise.
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(c) Trained in white noise, tested in speech spectrum noise.
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(d) Trained and tested in speech spectrum noise.

Figure 1: Summary of results. Each graph shows the score as a function of test-SNR for a different test/train noise spectrum condition,
shown in the caption.

about the structure of the training data. Testing is done by Nfold cross validation. For each token in the data set (7768 tokens in all), the Euclidean distance is computed between that
token and all other tokens in the data set. The classification
is the most frequently occurring labeled class of the K nearest tokens. Noisy speech samples are generated so they will
match the noisy samples used in two speech perception experiments [13, 14]. The masking noise spectrum in [13] is similar
to speech, in [14] it is white noise. To evaluate the pattern recognizer in noise, ten noisy versions of each speech sample were
generated at each speech-to-noise ratio. The score for a particular token is the average score for the ten noisy versions. Average consonant recognition accuracy without noise using the
STF was 74.7%. Human accuracy on the same task (using four
vowels and a subset of the speech materials, without noise) was
90.1%.

3. Results
The pattern recognizer described above, like most others, is sensitive to mismatch in the noise level or spectrum between the
test and training data. Our hypothesis is that the AIF will perform better in cases where the noise level in the test and training set are different, in comparison to the STF and SSF. The
recognizer was tested for various mismatches between test and
training data using both sets of features. The set of conditions
is FEATURE TYPES x TRAINING SNR x TRAINING SPECTRA
x TEST SNR x TEST SPECTRA. We use SNRs of [ +12, 6, 0,
-6, -12 ] dB in white noise and [ +2 -4 -10 -16 -22 ] dB in
speech spectrum noise. The number of conditions is 3 x 5 x 2 x
5 x 2 = 300. Figure 1 shows recognition accuracy for the four
test/train noise spectrum conditions as a function of SNR. In the
matched spectrum conditions (subfigures (a) and (d)) the testing
and training SNR are the same. In the mismatched noise spectrum conditions (subfigures (b) and (c)), the training and test
SNRs between speech spectrum and white noise are matched
as shown in Table 1. Figure 1 shows 60 of the 300 conditions
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